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Edifier X5 Lite TWS Earbuds (Black)
Edifier X5 Lite earbuds come equipped with dual microphones featuring intelligent ambient noise reduction, which muffles external noise
and isolates your voice during calls. The earbuds' batteries allow for 6.5 hours of music playback, extendable by 19.5 hours thanks to the
charging  case!  Battery  running  low?  Charge  the  earbuds  for  10  minutes  and  gain  an  additional  hour  of  listening.  Bluetooth  5.3
technology ensures  a  stable  connection without  interference,  useful  especially  during gaming.  It’s  worth  activating the gaming mode,
which reduces latency to 65ms, allowing for easy wins! Edifier X5 Lite is not only for gamers - sports enthusiasts and outdoor lovers will
appreciate  them for  their  IP55  protection,  ensuring  dustproofing  and  protection  against  moisture  (excluding  heavy  rain).  With  built-in
touch panels, you don't even have to reach for your phone - you can control playback, calls, microphone, and modes directly from the
earbuds! The Edifier app provides access to additional features.
 
Call Quality with Dual Microphones and Noise Reduction
One  of  the  most  attractive  features  of  the  Edifier  X5  Lite  earbuds  is  the  implementation  of  dual  microphones  with  intelligent  noise
reduction. This means that during calls,  your voice is clear, and ambient noises are effectively eliminated. This is very useful in urban
noise or on a windy walk — you don't have to raise your voice or repeat yourself.
 
Battery Life and Quick Charging
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When talking about wireless earbuds, the operating time on a single charge is crucial. Edifier X5 Lite offers 6.5 hours of music playback,
and when you add the time provided by the charging case, you get an impressive 26 hours! And if you forgot to charge the earbuds and
suddenly need to use them? No problem — 10 minutes on the charger gives an additional hour of playback.
 
Connection Stability with Bluetooth 5.3
The Bluetooth 5.3 technology in these earbuds guarantees a stable and swift connection with the device. This is important not only for
listening to music but also during gaming. No one likes interrupted sound or delays that can affect gameplay.
 
Gaming Mode and Low Latency
For gaming enthusiasts, the gaming mode option will be important. This feature reduces latency to 65 ms, which in practice means that
the sound is synchronized with the image on the screen. This can be decisive in situations when every fraction of a second counts.
 
Weather Resistance and Touch Panels
The  earbuds  are  also  suitable  for  physically  active  people.  IP55  protection  ensures  dustproofing  and  resistance  to  moisture,  which  is
essential for runners or those working out at the gym. Touch panels are an additional convenience, so you don't have to take out your
phone to change a track or answer a call.
 
Package Contents
Earbuds
Charging Case x 1
Ear tips x 3 pairs (S, M, L)
USB-C Charging Cable x 1
User Manual x 1
BrandEdifier
ModelX5 Lite
ColorBlack
Bluetooth Version5.3
Speakers6mm, dynamic
Operating Time6.5+19.5=26h
Quick ChargingYes, 10 min = 1h
Voice AssistantYes
Gaming ModeYes
Touch PanelsYes
Edifier AppYes
ENCYes
ProtectionIP55

Price:

€ 40.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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